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Jennifer Butler: Jennifer Butler, the CEO of Faith and Public Life. On behalf of            
2,500 clergy, today I call on members of Congress to oppose the            
appointment of Jeff Sessions for United States Attorney General.         
We need an Attorney General for all Americans. We need          
someone in this position who protects voting rights for people of           
color rather than seeking to weaken or even undermine them; who           
seeks a tougher stance on hate crimes, which are surging in this            
climate; who seems our nation as a melting pot, not a walled off             
citadel; who respects all religions; who supports legal system that          
do not disproportionately people of color. Let us remember that all           
human beings are created in God’s image. Our scriptures call us to            
love our neighbors as ourselves, to work for just and fair treatment            
of all treatment, in particular the vulnerable among us.  

 
We do not discriminate or rank people according to the color of            
their skin, their nation of origin, or their religion. And it is a cause              
for alarm, even moral outrage, that alongside Jeff Sessions,         
President-Elect Trump appointed white nationalist leader Steve       
Bannon as White House Chief Strategist. These unprecedented,        
radical appointments threaten our very democracy, and degrade        
our national values. People of color, immigrants, religious        
minorities, and those of us who stand with them are alarmed, and            
as people of faith, we will stand in solidarity with our brothers and             
sisters.  
 
Today, on this anniversary of the infamous Korematsu Supreme         
Court decision, which held that rounding up Japanese Americans         
and locking them up in internment camps was constitutional, we          
are just weeks away from Congress’s deliberations on cabinet         
appointments. At this grave moment in our nation’s history, we          
draw a bright moral line in the sand against bigotry, racism, and            
religious intolerance. Today we ask Congress to do the same. We           
call on Congress and all Americans – do not accommodate the           
rising tide of those who seek to undermine our values of liberty            
and justice for all. Act out of patriotism, not partisanship. Protect           
this democracy. Thank you. 

 
Sharon Korematsu: Good morning. My name is Sharon Korematsu, and I am the           

founder and the executive director of the Fred T. Korematsu          
Institute in San Francisco. We’re a national organization, and we          
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focus on education to advance racial equity, social justice, and          
human rights for all. I’m here in Washington D.C. in          
commemoration of my father’s Supreme Court case of Korematsu         
v. the United States, and the decision was heard on December 18th,            
1944. So we’re coming up to the 72nd year of the decision. And             
next year is the 75th anniversary of Executive Order 9066, which           
was issued by President Roosevelt, which gave the military the          
authority to forcibly remove anyone of Japanese ancestry from the          
West Coast without due process of law. It’s important to remember           
and to educate about these types of decisions so that we don’t            
make the same mistakes again.  

 
Clearly the Japanese-American incarceration of WWII was       
unconstitutional. But above that also was the violation of human          
rights. And we are at a time and crossroads in this country where             
we need to be reminded of the importance of these past decisions            
so that we don’t keep making the same mistakes in the future. We             
have opportunity to really make change, and to be sure that our            
civil rights and our civil liberties and our human rights are           
safeguarded, that we all need to work together to make that           
happen, and to be sure that the Japanese-American incarceration is          
not used as a basis for racial profiling that still happens now.  
 
We really have to understand what happened almost 72 years ago,           
especially during the time of my father’s Supreme Court decision,          
that this was wrong for America to focus and round up a group of              
people, just because supposedly they look like the enemy. We          
cannot do that now. We’ve come a long ways, and we must move             
forward to work together so that our civil liberties and the           
constitution is safeguarded. My father received the Presidential        
Medal of Freedom on February 15th, 1998. And ultimately we have           
Fred Korematsu Day of Civil Liberties in the constitution in          
perpetuity for the state of California, Hawaii, Virginia, and Florida.          
And there is a movement to have a national day put forward as a              
representation and a meaning and a point of education to safeguard           
our civil liberties and the Constitution. There’s nothing wrong with          
our Constitution. It’s just that people want to take it and interpret it             
to their own use. And we have to realize that we all must stand up               
for what is right. That’s what my father said. And so moving            
forward, I will leave you with this, that he said, “Protest, but not             
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with violence, otherwise they won’t listen to you. But don’t be           
afraid to speak up.” Thank you. [Applause] 

 
Jason Kimelman: Good morning. My name is Rabbi Jason Kimelman-Block. I direct          

Bend the Arc Jewish Action. We’re a national social justice group           
organizing Jews around the country to support civil rights and          
social justice in the United States. Brothers and sisters, people of           
faith, fellow clergy, what I want to say this morning is that we             
were made for this moment. Our country is undergoing a tectonic           
shift that few saw coming. And it’s confusing, it’s disorienting, it’s           
an existential event. And many of us prayed that once the noise of             
the election was over, perhaps we would see a shift, that the tropes             
of division, demonization, demagoguery would give way to        
moderation and a desire to truly lead this diverse, pluralistic,          
multicultural nation, and all of its people.  

 
But then with each successive appointment, Bannon, Sessions,        
Flynn, Tillerson, we see that those prayers have proven to become           
nothing more than wishful thinking. And it’s a painful, sharp          
reminder that we do not get to choose the historical moment that            
we live in. But we do get to choose how we respond. And how we               
collectively choose to respond will say everything about who we          
are as people of faith, as citizens, and as a nation. And I believe              
that we were made for this moment. We must resist the remote            
possibility of normalizing what is beginning to happen across this          
country. We must resist the urge to play it safe.  
 
Now more than ever, this beautiful, multi-faith, multi-ethnic        
community must double down on our commitments to ending all          
forms of bigotry, misogyny, anti-Muslim bigotry, anti-Semitism,       
and white supremacy. And why must we do this? Because it is the             
prophetic tradition that we have inherited. The holy Torah teaches          
that each human being is created in the divine image, and has            
infinite value and uniqueness. It also teaches that any human          
system to which we ascribe ultimate value, a system such as           
racism, that is idolatry. And it also teaches that societies are judged            
by the extent to which they uphold human dignity. We must do this             
because it’s the right thing to do, and because our lives depend on             
it.  
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And because a generation from now, our grandchildren will ask us           
what happened in this chapter of history. They will ask how we            
responded, and we must be able to say we used every tool, every             
avenue, every ounce of our resources to resist these unacceptable          
times. And because we have a different vision for the future, we            
have a vision so beautiful, so irresistible, that we must live through            
this moment so that we can make it real. We will need to overcome              
hatred with blazing love, injustice with moral courage. We will          
need to adapt to this new reality without normalizing any of it. We             
will resist because anything less would be to compromise the very           
values that make us who we are. And we were made for this             
moment. [Applause] 

 
Kristin Rowe: Hello, I’m Kristin Rowe-Finkbeiner. I’m the executive director of         

MomsRising, an organization of over a million people across the          
country working to increase economic security, and decrease        
discrimination. Thank you all for being here today. Thank you to           
the faith and public life community for bringing us together in this            
critical moment. We stand together in a time when our future           
grandchildren, great-grandchildren, and great-great-grandchildren    
will ask us, “What did you do to protect our communities and our             
nation?” We need to be able to answer, “Everything we could.”           
You are needed. We are needed. Our faith is needed. The time is             
now. It’s time to raise our voices to protect our children and our             
families, to protect our economy and our country.  

 
The fact that the people of our nation, who come from all walks of              
life and tapestries of background are free to live, love, and worship            
as they will is enshrined in our constitution, and is exactly why our             
nation has prospered. To be clear, our diversity is our nation’s core            
strength. It’s our most enduring strength. The children of America          
have been raised to understand this, but our President-Elect seems          
to have missed this important lesson. Have we noticed? Donald          
Trump’s nominees for cabinet positions and the man he has          
selected to serve as White House Chief Strategist do not reflect or            
lift the people of our nation. Instead they undermine our economy,           
they hurt our children, and they tear the very fabric of our            
democracy.  
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In word and deed, many have shown themselves to be intolerant, to            
be racist, to be xenophobic, and to be sexist. This is not the future              
that we are building for our children. To this we say, “Not on our              
watch.” This is why MomsRising is standing with the faith          
community here today, and standing with moms, dads, and people          
across the nation to call on President-Elect Trump and our leaders           
in Congress to reject bigotry, and to appoint advisors and cabinet           
members who understand that forging a united and inclusive         
America is the right way to go for our families, for our economy,             
and for the soul of our country. To be clear, we are facing a clear               
crisis. Trump’s nominee for Labor Secretary has a history of being           
anti-working people, anti-labor, and of prioritizing corporate       
profits over people. This is not okay. To this we say, “Not on our              
watch.”  
 
His nominee for Health and Human Services plans to dismantle the           
Affordable Care Act, taking 30 million people off of heath care           
coverage, and forcing people with pre-existing conditions into an         
expensive and unnecessary fight for their very lives. This is not           
okay. Not on our watch. His nominee for Education Secretary had           
dedicated her life to undermining public schools, and to getting the           
right of children to get a good education in question. This is not             
okay. Not on our watch.  
 
His nominee for US Attorney General, Jeff Session, has a history           
of spewing racist rhetoric and was previously rejected by the          
Senate Judiciary Committee for embracing policies that would        
undermine basic civil rights. Again, to this we say, “Not on our            
watch.” Possibly most shocking, the man who has been selected to           
be Chief White House Strategist is a notorious white supremacist          
with a history of promoting sexism, anti-Semitism, homophobia,        
racism, and transphobia. It is truly difficult to imagine a more           
dangerous set of nominees.  
 
But I have faith. I have faith that we here in this room can change               
the direction of our country for the better. I have faith that the             
people across the nation are listening, are paying attention, and          
they are also rising up to change this direction for the better. I have              
faith that when they go to deliver these over 60,000 signatures,           
calling on Congress to not rubber stamp nominees that advance          
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hate and bigotry, that they will listen, that they will listen to all of              
us, and that all of us together have the power to make sure that our               
nation lifts us all, each and every one of us, and leaves no one              
behind. Thank you. [Applause] 

 
William H. Lamar: Good morning. My name is William H. Lamar IV. I’m the pastor            

of Metropolitan African Methodist Episcopal Church here in        
Washington DC. In that house, the spirit of God, the spirit of Jesus,             
the liberator, the spirit of Ida Wells Barnett, the spirit of Harriet            
Tubman, the spirit of Frederick Douglass, the spirit of Du Bois,           
those spirits and in such spirits that drive us to make this nation             
what it is supposed to be animate our work, and those spirits are             
with us today. Al-Hajj Malik El-Shabazz, one of my heroes, made           
a statement, and that is that just because a cat has kittens in the              
oven, you don’t call them biscuits. And just because this president           
was elected with a mantra of making America great again, we do            
not believe it for what it is.  

 
But we name it, we unmask it, and we engage it in the spirit of               
Walter Wayne. Making America great again that moves us back to           
the darkest moments of our history. It is dog whispering for white            
supremacy, and it is retrenchment in the midst of demographic          
changes that make many of our brothers and sisters uncomfortable.          
We will name, we will unmask, and we will engage what it is that              
President-Elect Trump has placed before us. First of all, we must           
call Jeff Sessions, his nominee as Attorney General, what he is. We            
must name him as a hardliner against immigration. A hardliner          
rejected from federal judgeships because of his racism and his          
baseless persecution of African American voting rights. We must         
name and unmask what he has done, and engage him at the level of              
policy.  
 
Steve Bannon, Trump’s senior White House Strategist, is the editor          
and chief of Breitbart, which is mainstream racist and anti-Semitic          
language and attacks, and his appointment signals that close to Mr.           
Trump in the White House would be someone who believes in all            
of the things that make us less liberated, and less just as a nation.              
We must name, unmask, and engage these appointments for what          
they are. Lieutenant General Michael Flynn, his National Security         
Advisor, has called the entire faith of Islam a cancer, and has            
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claimed that it is more political ideology than a religion, and has            
affiliated himself with extremists and anti-Muslim hate groups. We         
know that he also propagated the story that Mrs. Clinton was           
involved in a child prostitution ring.  
 
We must name these people for what they are. We must unmask            
them, and we must engage them. I’m from a place called Macon,            
Georgia where we were taught to call a spade a spade. And if we              
are going to do the work that we are called to do together, we must               
not allow them to use language to obfuscate their agenda. We must            
name, we must unmask, and we must engage. That is our work,            
and we are prepared to do, and we will not normalize the Trump             
era in America. We will name, we will unmask, and will engage.            
[Applause] 

 
Carroll Bishop: My name is Carroll, Bishop Carroll A. Baltimore, Carroll A.          

Baltimore Ministries International and Global Alliance and Faith        
Networks. I grew up in a era of segregated, separate but unequal            
school system, and I remember as a fifth grader, sixth grader,           
seven grader, my assignment was to go to the white school to pick             
up the book, and carry them back to my school. And I remember             
the derogatory words that we were called at that young, tender age,            
and the words that were written in the books that we had to endure              
throughout that course of that school semester, year after year. And           
my soul cringed when I’d hear the words “Make America Great           
Again,” because it takes me back to that era.  

 
We the people of the United States, in order to form a more perfect              
union, establish justice, ensure domestic tranquility, provide for the         
common defense, promote general welfare, and secure the        
blessings of liberty to ourselves and to our posterity, do ordain and            
establish this constitution for the United States of America. We the           
people. But unfortunately I was not included in this “We the           
people” on September 17th, 1787. But through years of process,          
amendments, court action, I’ve been included in “We the people,”          
and I would not give up this freedom that is so precious to me. In               
1853, abolitionist Theodore Parker said that he did not understand          
the arc of the moral universe, and though it was long, he was sure              
that it was bending towards justice.  
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But in a speech in Montgomery, Alabama a century later, Dr.           
Martin Luther King Jr, when asked how long it would take to see             
justice responding, that it would not take long, because the arc of            
the moral universe was bending towards justice. There’s been more          
than 50 years since then. With everything that has happened over           
the past few weeks, President-Elect Trump’s cabinet of generals,         
advisors, of generals stacking the deck with generals, wealthy,         
privileged individuals that support discrimination, persecution on       
the basis of religion, race, ethnicity, citizenship status, it feels to           
me as if the arc is still bending, and justice is taking a long time to                
get here for we the people.  
 
We live in a democracy, which means that we have a government            
that is for the people, and not a government that is designed to             
control the people. We’re standing here at the crossroads of          
freedom and equality, to take a united stand against Trump’s          
choice advisors, who clearly have a different worldview that is not           
in the best interest of we the people. And as a close to this              
particular statement, those of us who know the racial and economic           
history of our country, must be charged with the responsibility of           
presenting a message so that we do not repeat the same history that             
we’re hearing now.  
 
The arc of the moral universe is long, but together, united we can             
finally and completely bend it all the way to justice. My belief and             
belief system of faith belief helps shape my moral compass and           
compels me to be concerned for future generations, and to look           
into the eyes of my great-grandson, the hope for future generations           
would not be possible if we be silent. Silence is not an option. Our              
shared values are at state with President-Elect’s cabinet of bigotry.          
They most directly will impact the poor, the marginalized, but          
ultimately everyone is in jeopardy. This is a moral issue facing this            
nation in the 21st Century. God bless, and I thank you. [Applause] 

 
Sharon Stanley-Rea: Amen, and thank you each for your presence that demonstrates          

your commitment and partnership to efforts for justice today. I’m          
Reverend Dr. Sharon Stanley-Rea, Director for Refugee and        
Immigration Ministries with the Christian Church Disciples of        
Christ. And 128 years ago, a pastor in my own national faith            
community, and Dr. Barber’s as well, but not so different from the            
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communities I’m sure of all of my colleagues, a pastor in my            
community showed up determined to support Chinese immigrants        
without discrimination in Portland, Oregon. Ten years later, others         
gathered to plan to work with Mexican migrants in San Antonio. In            
half that time again, ministries began with Japanese immigrants in          
Berkeley.  

 
And in just five years, more community centers and churches were           
open in Pennsylvania, in Chicago, and in New York City, because,           
you see, you can’t stop people of faith from welcoming. It’s what            
the scriptures call us to do. And we churches welcomed Russians           
and Scandinavians and Bulgarians in 1914 and French Arcadians         
in 1915, when they offered Japanese relocation assistance during         
WWII. And when our churches sponsored the first refugee ever in           
1941 as a community in middle America, they were not guided by            
fear, but rather they were filled with the ferment of hope, hope that             
opens doors, not fear that closed them. Hope that was committed to            
fairness and the founding principles that made America great in its           
first place, that recognized all people are created equal, and that we            
have added value together with refugee resettlement as a key          
national legacy of our country, and a way we leverage nations           
around the globe to do their part as well.  
 
So what we ask today is for President-Elect Trump’s cabinet and           
advisory picks to simply let our communities called by a God who            
blessed the people who wandered, and by our Christ who was a            
refugee himself, let us continue to be good neighbors, by helping           
and allowing us to welcome immigrants and refugees in need. We           
trust our nation’s vetting system for refugees and asylees, but we           
pray on this day for Congress to vet very well Mr. Trump’s            
appointees, to ensure that they would offer with us persistent          
prayer and healing opportunities for the least of these. Not to           
support Breitbart battering by Bannon, heralded by the KKK and          
the American Nazi Party leaders, because of his strident positions          
against Mexican immigration, Muslims, and refugees.  
 
People of faith will not stand for victims of war violence being            
attacked now by the violence of hate because of their faith or the             
location that they have fled from. Join us, Congress, in favoring           
not the dedicated dismantling of efforts that had been made in           
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bipartisan ways to improve our immigration laws, that Senator         
Sessions has been about in recent years through his hardline          
supports for mass deportations, restrictions on asyleed children at         
our borders, and limits even on legal immigration. But instead we           
ask that you would uphold powerful protection that churches are          
offering through sanctuary, that cities are provided by de-linking         
the roles of police and ICE officials.  
 
We encourage you, Congress, as faith communities that well         
understand both the law of this land and the call of our God that              
you would resist the regress in human rights that would come           
through the nomination of Marine General John Kelly as Secretary          
of Homeland Security who would be overseeing many of the          
nation’s large detention systems, as he has in the labeled          
immigrants from Latin America an existential threat to the United          
States, and has even made Guantanamo as a model of detention for            
the world. And instead of any appointment, for one such as Chris            
Kobach, who has authored anti-immigrant state laws that have         
been rousingly rejected by the federal courts, we ask, Congress,          
that you would use all of your power of provision to protect and to              
prioritize values of family unity, community safety, human rights,         
and mercy for the powerless, that our churches, since way back in            
Portland and many other places around the country, have done          
through the eras. [Applause] 

 
Steve Schneck Good morning everybody. My name is Steve Schneck. I’m a          

scholar, as you’ll be able to tell from my style in comparison with             
the preachers behind me. I’m also Director of the Institute for           
Policy Research and Catholic Studies at the Catholic University of          
America. There are many things that concern me right at the           
moment. I would argue as a scholar, for example, that we are            
living in tremendously perilous times, that our nation is, in many           
ways, in a more perilous situation than it has been at least since the              
Civil War, if not throughout our history. And I’m concerned, as           
many of you preachers behind me, I’m concerned about a number           
of issues. I’m concerned about the rights of immigrants. I’m          
concerned about torture. I’m concerned about misogyny, and on         
and on.  
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But I want to focus on one specific point. I want to talk about              
America’s original sin, which is racism. This sin is a sin that we             
face in generation, sadly. And today it is poignantly, therefore, our           
confrontation. In the teachings of the Roman Catholic Church,         
racism isn’t just any old sin. It is intrinsic evil. Intrinsic evil. It can              
never be justified. I can never be used. It can never be played as a               
political card in a campaign. Now more than just a whiff of racism             
was evident in that campaign, and these appointments that we’ve          
been seeing over the last few weeks have not given me any ease in              
my fears at all about that racism. White nationalism, white          
supremacy, are by very definition racist. By very definition, they          
are intrinsically evil in the teachings of the Roman Catholic          
Church. And so I call on President-Elect Trump to state with           
unambiguous clarity is opposition to racism in every form, and his           
condemnation of white supremacy and white nationalism. Thank        
you all very much. [Applause] 

 
Jim Willis: Good morning. We need more scholars [laughter, inaudible        

0:34:10]. I’m a preacher, so I say, “Good morning.” We’re being           
too quiet in the face of all these prophetic words. America’s           
original sin liners on, and is being re-established, re-established by          
a political regime that will take office on January 20th. There is no             
doubt that Donald Trump ran on racial and religious bigotry. No           
doubt. And his appointment reiterate the particular threats to the          
people he targeted during the campaign. So while we will speak, as            
you heard, with prophetic words against appointments, against        
policies, what’s even more important to me was how the rabbi was            
right – we were made for this moment. Imagine if this moment            
deepens our faith, and deepens our relationships to each other. The           
power that would come out of that.  

 
So I’ve been listening. I’ve been retreating with Christian faith          
leaders and many others from all faiths and traditions, and I wanna            
just report a scripture that’s rising up in the face of inauguration. It             
was the scripture that brought me to my Christian faith. It’s in the             
25th chapter of Matthew, where Jesus says, “As you do to these            
people, I was hungry, I was thirsty, I was naked, I was a stranger, I               
was sick, I was in prison. What you do to them, you do to me.”               
And that test is rising up all over the country, and it’s becoming a              
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pledge, a simple pledge, that people are making to say, “I will            
protect and defend the vulnerable.”  
 
And so many of us have chosen three particular groups of people            
who are in most immediate danger right now. I’ll be very clear.            
Undocumented immigrants are fearing mass deportation, because       
that’s what the President-Elect promised and threatened. So we are          
saying in return, we will take in, welcome, love, support, and if the             
immigration police come to arrest the stranger, they will have to           
arrest them in our churches, seminaries, and schools. [Applause,         
inaudible 0:36:42] pastors are saying to me, my young people, it           
is open season on [inaudible]. So racial minorities and the young           
in particular are threatened by increased racialized policing, this         
time with no accountability from Washington. So local clergy will          
go to every sheriff in this country and state, “We wanna help you             
with good community policing. But if you go to racial policing           
even more, we will watch, monitor, film, and be in the streets, and             
locally hold you accountable.” [Applause] 
 
And the third thing, our brothers and sisters of Islamic faith have            
been threatened with banning, and monitoring, and even        
registration. So we want to state this very clearly – if you want to              
set up lines to register Muslim neighbors and citizens, we will be            
the first in line. [Applause] So I wanna be known not just for what              
work is, and who work is, but what we are for, and what we are               
willing to do. And my friends, the time has come for what – oh, I               
didn’t say who I was. Jim Willis, from Sojourners. Our motto is to             
put faith into action. It’s time to put faith into action, right here,             
right now, in this moment. Thank you very much. 

 
Khizr Kahn: Yes, yes, yes. Good morning. I don’t know what else to say after             

listening to the courage and eloquence of our faith leaders, except           
to share a little bit of my observation. I wish I could take these              
voices with me, and share them with the children and adults and            
elderly in all communities. I have been traveling community to          
community, and they’re demanding, and they’re asking, and their         
question is, “What is next? Where do we go from here?” Literally            
and at each and every community, I have asked to sit with our             
children, our young children. They have exactly the same question.          
When we come back from school, will our parents be here? I have             
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no answer. But today, standing in this sacred house of God, I found             
an answer. Standing right here.  

 
Every community that I have gone to, I have paid really close            
attention to one element, their reactions, their voices are stronger,          
full of hope, and full of looking forward to being the equal citizen             
of this country whenever faith leaders have sat in front. This group            
of courageous faith leaders’ solution for us, and my faith, in faith            
in Islam, my faith teaches that our creator never puts his creation in             
jeopardy without providing a solution. It’s a matter of reaching out.           
I’ve reached out, and I’ve found a solution. So I am so humbled to              
be here. I add my voice to their courage. I add my voice to their               
eloquence. And I’m grateful that they invited me to come and           
stand before you. I say thank you to our inter-faith brothers and            
sisters. We have been chosen to do good in this time of difficulty,             
to be people of faith, and stand with one another. That is what will              
propel us forward. Thank you very much. [Applause] 

 
William J. Barber: Let’s thank Brother Kahn for his voice, for his courage, because           

prophetic voices come in all spaces. I come here today – I’m            
Reverend Dr. William J. Barber II, President and National Senior          
Lecturer of Repairers of the Breach. From April to November, I           
was a part of a team with Sister Simone, Dr. James Forbes, and Dr.              
Tracy Blackman, and others, Jewish, Christians, Muslims across        
the country. We went on what started out to be a seven-state            
revival, and ended up being a 22-state revival, laying out a           
higher-ground moral agenda. And we now understand by way of          
the spirit that that revival was not so much about what we did this              
year, but preparation for what we have to do in the years to come.              
We have to have a moral revival in this country, and a revolution             
of moral values.  

 
On December 31st, the Metropolitan AME church, where pastor         
Lamar pastors, Repairs of the Breach and Healing of the Nation           
and Auburn Seminary, Union, and the [inaudible] [0:43:18] we         
are hosting from 10pm to 12pm a social justice watch night service            
entitled “The Moral Revival Poor People’s Campaign National        
Watch Night Service.” And the theme of it is Standing Down is            
Not an Option. It grows out of one of the great texts of the bible.               
Amos says we can’t be at ease in Zion. And Hebrews says in             
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chapter ten, verse 39, we are not of those who shrink back unto             
destruction, but we are those who persevere unto the salvation of           
the soul, faithfully, substantive, and hopeful, the evidence of         
things not seen.  

 
We’re calling on all people of conscience, people of faith, to join            
that night, and there are gonna be three calls – one, a call for all               
people of faith and people of moral conviction to engage, to do like             
the slaves were doing in 1862 when they had that watch light            
service that night. They just wanted 12:01 to happen so they could            
sign up for the fight against slavery. We may have had a moment             
of rejection, but now we must be resilient, and revived, and           
redeemed. The number two call will be we must have a race and             
class audit of America. From ’68 to now is not about any party, but              
it’s about actually what we have and have not done. And then            
number three, we believe that we cannot have any more          
commemoration, like the fifth year commemoration of the march         
from Selma. We have to have emulation.  
 
And so in 2018, we must re-emulate and continue and finish the            
Poor People’s Campaign. And we must focus on child poverty, and           
denial of healthcare, environmental injustice, xenophobia,      
homophobia. We must – there’s a part now, that we must move in             
the streets and in the suites in order to have a counterbalance to the              
extremism that we see going on, and to have a moral reset of             
consciousness in this country.  
 
I can tell you from North Carolina, we elected a person or some             
people who claimed to be moderate, but then became extremists on           
steroids. You have to find a way to have a movement that does not              
use the puny language of left versus right, Democrat versus          
Republican, but asks three simple questions – are these policies          
and these appointments morally defensible, constitutionally      
consistent, and economically sane? And you must begin to fight          
day one. But the fight must be from the bottom up, not just from              
the top down. So I hope you’ll join us on the 31st, right here in               
Washington DC, and it’ll be livestreamed all across the nation.  
 
But the point here, the Trump campaign was vulgarity unbound          
that used racism, classism, and xenophobia to keep open a psychic           
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wound that exists at the heart of America. And I think we have to              
be very careful not to say we have not seen this before. The fact of               
the matter is there is two Americas. This kind of reclamation after            
reconstruction, this kind of going forward and then pushing back,          
we’ve seen it before. It is America. And what should surprise us,            
because as Nell – Dr. Painter says at Princeton, no Obama, no            
Trump. You have to understand the call and response of white           
supremacy in this culture. What should surprise us is not that it’s            
new, but at how easily Trump was able to use these tactics in the              
21st Century.  
 
Whether it be the tactics of the redemption movement of the 1860s            
and ‘70s that undermined the progress of the first reconstruction,          
or the tactics of the southern strategy developed by Kevin Phillips           
and George Wallace that were used right after the end of the Civil             
Rights Movement that were designed to exist at least 50 years. And            
the fact that Trump, after the election, after the election of           
President Obama, proves that where one might have said that we           
do not enter into a post-racial society, but a heightened racial           
society. And in fact, many of those who voted for Trump, when            
you look at their rationale that is so irrational, it was more about             
voting against a hierarchy of inversion that was caused by the           
election of President Obama of trying to put things back in place.  
 
The sad thing about that is that now that he has power, in some              
ways the people he’s appointed are worse that the KKK, because           
we know the KKK is on the fringe. We’re not worried about David             
Duke. He’s not going to get elected. These are people who, in the             
parties, they’re not gonna vote for. But the persons you have to be             
concerned about, who are gonna deal with racism, are those who           
get power to continue and further implement systemic racism         
through policy. That’s what really progressives have got to learn          
when we talk about racism. That’s what progressive politics don’t          
talk about, David Dukes and the KKK.  
 
We understand that we have to talk about systemic racism,          
policy-driven racism, where people may never use a racist term,          
where they may smile and actually have nice notes when they talk,            
and they use all the right parliamentary procedures. But they are           
implementing policies that undermine the rights of all people. And          
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the power grab and the appointment persons we see now who have            
used their positions before, before even they were nominated, to          
hamper the poor and the least of these and racial equality, looks            
more like the season of Caesar than the Christ of Christmas. What            
we’re seeing now looks like the same kind of reclamation that           
happened after the first reconstruction and the second        
reconstruction. It is a power grab.  
 
It doesn’t look like Isaiah 10 that says woe unto those leaders who             
legislate you and rob the poor of their rights. And it certainly            
doesn’t look like the gospel that calls on us to preach good news to              
the poor, and it sure doesn’t look like peace and goodwill to all             
people. Instead it looks like ill will, which is one of the reasons             
why so-called Evangelicalism’s support of this candidacy and their         
quietness on these issues reveals the heresy of white         
Evangelicalism. And it’s sad. Nominees like Tom Price who has          
fought the repeal of Affordable Care Act, and now head of Health            
and Human Services, or Andrew Puzder who has said he doesn’t           
believe in the minimum wage, these are tremendously troubling         
appointments, especially when you think about the way in which,          
for instance, things like the Affordable Care Act have been          
racialized. Because you know every time they call it Obamacare,          
that’s a racialized thing. That’s a dog whistle.  
 
Because what it’s doing is causing people to be against the very            
thing they need, because two out of the three people that are gonna             
be kicked off are the very people that voted for Trump. The            
majority of the people that will be hurt by the repeal of the             
Affordable Care Act are white, but when it’s discussed, it is           
discussed in terms of a racialized dog whistle. The Labor Secretary           
says he’s against minimum wage, but there are 64 million          
Americans making less than a living wage. 54 percent of African           
Americans make less than the living wage, but the majority of the            
people making less than the living wage are actually white. And           
then we come upon Mr. Sessions, and Sessions was criticized over           
the prosecution of three civil rights activists on charges of voter           
tampering in Perry County, Alabama.  
 
One of them was Albert Turner, who was a former advisor to            
Martin Luther King. And let me put this in context from the            
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ground how dangerous this appointment is. I come from a state that            
has the worst voter suppression laws since Jim Crowe. That’s not           
my words. That’s the words of scholars. The worst laws. They did            
it after the Voting Rights Act was gutted, and Section five           
preclearance was no longer operable. They passed the worst voting          
suppression law that the courts called surgical racism. They also          
passed at the same time the worst redistricting law that it worse            
than any redistricting plan we’ve seen since the 19th century. And           
all of this was done because they did not have to get it pre-cleared.              
But in the middle of the battle, the justice department joined our            
fight back into court.  
 
To now have Jeff Sessions as the Attorney General, in a time            
when you do not have pre-clearance, and the only hope you have is             
after the laws have impacted, going to court and fighting it. And to             
know that we could very well have an Attorney General’s office           
that will stand down on these issues. Fifty one years after we            
walked across the [inaudible] [0:54:35] is beyond troubling. And         
to know that Jeff Sessions was in that group that met right after             
President Obama’s inauguration, that group of 11, 12, 15 people          
who said, “We’re not gonna support him on anything.” Newt          
Gingrich was in that meeting. And to know that Jeff Sessions had            
been a part of the senators that have blocked for over 1,200 days             
the Congress fixing Section four of the Voting Rights Act, so that            
Section five would go back in to full implementation. In essence,           
they have had interposition and notification for over 1,200 days. 
 
Let me put that in context so we understand how bad this particular             
appointee is. He has not been a part of saying, “Let’s fix the             
Voting Rights Act,” which is, in fact, a requirement of the           
Congress according to the 15th Amendment for over 1,200 days.          
Strom Thurman, who was a clear white supremacist, only         
filibustered the Civil Rights Act of ’57 for 24 hours. Jeff Sessions            
has been a part of a political hold up for over 1,200 days. When we               
just came out of the election, and our progressive friends – I wish             
they would stop just saying this was about reaching white, working           
class voters, but it’s about that and more, because there were 800            
less voting sites in the Black community in 2016 than there were in             
2012, which means you could have had up to a million black votes             
suppressed. And to think now, going into the mid-year elections,          
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you’re going to have Jeff Sessions, who has been an opponent of            
civil rights, an opponent of voting rights, is beyond [inaudible].          
And then to have the strategy of [inaudible] right in the White            
House, through Steve Bannon and white supremacy.  
 
And I just wanna lay this – I don’t wanna answer it. I just wanna               
throw it out there, and hope it makes us mad enough to be             
prophetic, angry enough to be prophetic. Because it says         
something about folks, almost down enough, [inaudible]. To        
think that it was 1915 when Woodrow Wilson played Birth of a            
Nation in the Oval Office, and Birth of a Nation was written by a              
playwright from Shelby, North Carolina. And Shelby, North        
Carolina was where David Duke went when he finished killing          
folks at [inaudible]. That’s where he went, to Shelby, North          
Carolina. And the playwright that wrote Birth of a Nation was           
from Shelby. And 100 years ago, Woodrow Wilson played Birth of           
a Nation in the Oval Office to signal the end of Black progress, and              
inter-racial progress. And to think 100 years later we’ve gone from           
Birth of a Nation in the Oval Office to Steve Bannon. 100 year             
later.  
 
If that’s not a call to stand up and declare that in our time standing               
down is not an option. And then to think, what if President Obama             
had done any one of these things? What if President Obama, like            
Trump had said, I’m against raising the minimum wage? What if           
he had appointed three people that had tried to deny people their            
rights? What if he appointed a racist as his strategic advisor? What            
if Obama had said we were gonna register Muslims? What if           
Obama said he was gonna build a wall between the United States            
and Canada? What if – we have to answer the questions. We know             
what if. He would have been castigated. But more than that, we            
must say, beyond the what if, is what must we do now. And what              
we must do is stand on the shoulders of the prophetic warriors            
before us. Because this is not America’s first time with a racist            
president. [Applause] 

 
Female Speaker: Thank you all so much for coming today. This has not only been a              

press conference, but a revival. Thank you to our speakers, thank           
you to our speakers. Thank you for your support. We hope you go             
away feeling supported. For press, there’ll be availability for         
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questions up here with our speakers, so feel free to come up here             
and speak to them and ask questions. And while injustice and in            
peace, we’ll be in touch. We did take a recording of this. We’ll             
send it out to all of you who registered. Make sure you sign in at               
the front. And, again, thank you so much. I know many of you are              
all working for justice out there. Congress needs to take action           
now, or they will be hearing from us in their home states. We will              
be there to protect the vulnerable, and we’ll be building          
movements of solidarity. So thank you very much for your support.           
[Applause] 

 
[End of Audio] 
 
Duration: 61 minutes 
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